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The Australian de facto visa is a popular visa for those overseas candidates who are in a de facto relationship with an Australian citizen or permanent resident. A statutory declaration by a supporting 888 witness relating to a partner visa application allows a full list of prescribed persons to be found in the statutory example. A certified copy of the birth certificate, Australian passport or passport containing a permanent visa such as Form 888 statutory declaration by a supporting witness in relation to a partner or prospective marriage visa application we uploaded 7 Form 888 stat decs from 3 family members and 4 friends in Australia all were witnessed and had certified colour copies of their passports attached evidence couple are living together tenancy deposit, one of the key pieces of information required from a third party is a statutory declaration by a supporting witness relating to a partner visa application or what is known as a Form 888 this document is to be completed by somebody who can speak to your relationship so there are a few tasks here that you will need to manage.

Hi I am applying for a partner visa can anyone give me an example of a statutory declaration form from the person that apply to the sponsor or vice versa just to have an idea thank you shazza78 wacko

Anybody have a sample of declaration of status from friends discussion in family class sponsorship started by thehal and atleast two statutory declarations from individuals with personal knowledge of your relationship supporting your claim that the relationship is genuine and continuing here is an example of what my friend co, a statutory declaration is a legal document defined under the law of certain commonwealth nations it is similar to a statement made under oath however it is not sworn statutory declarations, visa chat example of statutory declaration for partner migration sign in to follow this a statutory declaration is the one that needs signing in front of a justice of the peace and is for Australians if you are not in Australia a different name may be notarisation or having it signed in front of one of the named people on the form such as, the department does provide template partner visa statutory declarations for the visa applicant and the sponsor the considerations which are raised in the departments template statutory declarations are the factors which the case officer needs to read more, anybody have a sample of declaration of status from friends discussion in family class sponsorship started by thehal and atleast two statutory declarations from individuals with personal knowledge of your relationship supporting your claim that the relationship is genuine and continuing here is an example of what my friend co, a statutory declaration is a legal document defined under the law of certain commonwealth nations it is similar to a statement made under oath however it is not sworn statutory declarations, visa chat example of statutory declaration for partner migration sign in to follow this a statutory declaration is the one that needs signing in front of a justice of the peace and is for Australians if you are not in Australia a different name may be notarisation or having it signed in front of one of the named people on the form such as, the department does provide template partner visa statutory declarations for the visa applicant and the sponsor the considerations which are raised in the departments template statutory declarations are the factors which the case officer needs to take into consideration when assessing your relationship and application, you have to make a statutory declaration when your Thai wife is making an application for an Australian spouse visa note that you would have to have registered your marriage in Thailand as well as have the marriage certificate translated into English the declaration is where you declare under oath that the facts you state are true and correct, application for a protection class XA visa part D application for a member of the family unit 876 177kb pdf file 8 application for transit visa for Australia subclass 771 888 66kb pdf file statutory declaration by a supporting witness relating to a partner visa application 918 325kb pdf file,
form 888 statutory declaration by a supporting witness in relation to a partner or an Australian permanent residency for example a certified copy of the birth the application form seems to be the 47sp form broken out into several screens for example I uploaded my passport a number of times to fulfill various sponsors' family members' relatives' and other friends' assessment of the nature of your relationship there was no place on the form to argue with the Australian immigration department about cultural variations of love's expression, photos related to valid example statutory declaration letter partner visa 20 photos never forget to browse the following image album which also contains the example statutory declaration letter partner visa new sample letter USCIS reschedule appointment archives lorisaine photo showed above, the Australian partner visa guide author Fiona Chan Fiona is an accomplished Australian lawyer who founded her immigration practice in 2012 prior to this Fiona had an extensive career in corporate law and environmental regulation working in Big 4 accounting firms national energy providers and the New South Wales state government, Australian partner visa guide sample 1 1 the Australian partner visa guide by Fiona Chan 2 2 the guide is intended for informational purposes only. The information contained in this guide does not in any way create a lawyer-client relationship and does not constitute legal advice the declaration I make the following declaration under the statutory declarations act 1959 set out matter declared to in numbered paragraphs I understand that a person who intentionally makes a false statement in a statutory declaration is guilty of an offence under section 11 of the statutory declarations act 1959 and I believe that the declaration I have already filled up form 888 what I need now is a statutory declaration from partner's family member or friend as stated in the checklist been looking for a template or form to fill up but can't find one so I thought form 888 will do statutory declaration for partner visa theme default default, for a partner visa application you will provide information to the DIPB by answering questions on the application forms about your identity personal background employment history and visa history you will obtain police clearances from countries you have resided in for a certain amount of time and provide detailed statutory declarations on the application. For Australian partner visa application preparing a statutory declaration if you are arranging and lodging an Australian spouse visa software and the foundation of your eligibility is a de facto romantic relationship with an Australian citizen or long term resident then you absolutely should prepare and submit a statutory declaration as part of your visitor visa subclass 600 application document checklist a more straightforward checklist use both this and the above to make sure you have everything statutory declaration form in PDF format statutory declaration form in word format example statutory declaration in word format you can use this form as a basis for your own application, on the 20th of May 2012 we will be returning to Thailand together and we will be living together at the time of XXXXXXX lodging her application for a partner visa I would just like to state that we are very much in love with one another and our de facto relationship is genuine and I have added a statutory declaration to support this.
describe financial commitments you and your partner share for example joint individual bank accounts ownership of property or other major assets pooling of financial resources and sharing of day to day household expenses. let me preface this by saying that the process of getting the australian partner visa specifically 820 801 is a long post if you've found yourself in a similar position to me either as the australian sponsor or the overseas partner trying to get the australian partner visa i hope that it provides you some reassurance information and hope. who needs to provide a personal written statement in a partner visa application both the visa sponsor and applicant must provide a personal written statement statutory declaration or completed form 888 and include it in the partner visa application it provides your case officer with everything they need to know about the various aspects of. new legislation has been passed by the parliament in december 2018 that may affect your chance of submitting your partner visa in australia the bill entitled migration amendment family violence and other measures bill 2016 will impose restrictions on the visa sponsors eligibility thus delaying when the visa applicant may lodge their visa application. form 888 statutory declaration is necessary for an australian citizen or permanent resident in case he or she is going to be a witness to a relationship of the visa applicant and their partner the person should be at least 18 years old and know the visa applicant and their partner enough time. statutory declaration by a supporting witness in relation to a partner or prospective marriage visa application warning under the statutory declarations act 1959 people who intentionally make a false statement in a statutory declaration are liable for punishment of 4 years imprisonment in addition the migration understanding australian partner spouse visa subclass 820 801 or 309 100 visa part 1 your subclass of australian partner visa will depend on whether you are on shore or off shore and if you are in a de facto married relationship or planning on getting married. the person completing the form 888 may be contacted by the department and they may be asked to provide a number of statutory declarations throughout the processing of the partner visa how many should you provide the department requires a minimum of two we generally recommend that our clients provide a minimum of four form 888s. example statutory declaration for partner visa is available in our digital library an online access to it is set as public so you can get it instantly our digital library hosts in multiple locations allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one. form 888 statutory declaration by a supporting witness in relation to a partner or prospective considered a statutory declaration under australian law even if your personal information is protected by law including the application the department of immigration and border home page www.border.gov.au fill form 888 20152019 border instantly, i make this solemn declaration by virtue of the statutory...
declarations act 1959 as amended and subject to the penalties provided by the act for the making of false statements in statutory declarations conscientiously believing the statements contained in this declaration to be true in every particular. Statutory declaration by a supporting 888 witness relating to a partner visa application note under the statutory declarations act 1959 people who intentionally make a false statement in a statutory declaration are liable for punishment of 4 years imprisonment, statement of history of relationship partner visa 309 100 posted by robyn dunphy on november 21 2012 in partner visa recently i asked a regular reader of this website what else she would like to see me write about as she expressed how helpful she had found other articles i had written, statutory declaration from family friends i made a letter is that okay if you are a common law or conjugal partner provide evidence that your relationship is genuine and continuing and has existed for at least 12 months prior to your application also provide details of the history of your relationship and at least two statutory, partner visa for australia how to prove your relationship visit https www partnervisaguide com au to learn more partner visas for australia can now cost up to 7 000 to apply and may take look lets skip the technical information regarding a form 888 as you can watch a video i uploaded in 2015 about this its a little stiff i know but watch it and replay it if you didnt understand it the technical stuff in there i want to share with you my 19 years of experience about what is happening within the department and how they view the form 888 under its current policy, awesome collection of example statutory declaration letter for tourist visa australia transfer services college essay writing letter of support for bunch ideas of example statutory declaration letter for tourist visa australia how to legally marry a thai australian visa for a thai partner ideas of example statutory declaration letter for tourist visa australia statutory declarations template a statutory declaration is a written statement declared to be true in the presence of an authorised witness provides statutory declaration forms for use in matters concerning the commonwealth or one of the states or territories: statutory declaration by a supporting witness form 888 partner visa posted by robyn dunphy on january 5 2012 in partner visa form 888 is the form completed by people willing to be supporting witnesses to a partner class visa application, statutory declaration for partner visa 888 form statutory declaration by a supporting witness in relation to a partner or prospective marriage visa application when assessing a partner or prospective marriage visa application the department of immigration and border protection the department must consider the social aspects of the, in relation to a partner or prospective ariae visa application form 888 department of ome fairs for example a certified copy of the birth certificate australian passport or passport containing the form of statutory declarations you may use this form or alternatively you may use the statutory declaration template